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Abstract

Quantitative risk assessment (QRA) is now required by most aircraft structural integrity programs. One of the key components of an accurate QRA resides in the accuracy of the fracture mechanics modelling of multiple site fatigue damage (MSD) scenarios, which is used to generate the MSD crack growth curves.

This paper presents the results on the development of fracture mechanics models for MSD problems in order to carry out a QRA. To address this complex problem, NRC developed a crack growth analysis (CGA) software, which is capable of calculating the β-solutions for stress intensity factors and the remaining life of MSD in built-up structures (aircraft wing panels). The β-solutions were calculated by superposition of several closed-form and numerical solutions. Comparison between NRC’s CGA β-solutions and p-version finite element analysis (FEA) results for various MSD scenarios are presented in this paper. Good agreement was obtained between NRC’s CGA results and FEA results.

1. Introduction

Structural risk assessment has now become a critical decision making tool to balance safety, maintenance cost, and availability of aircraft fleets by providing qualitative (i.e. frequent, remote, extremely improbable, etc.) and quantitative (i.e. >1x10⁻³, <1x10⁻⁷, etc.) probability of failure.

Structural damages in ageing aircraft are often characterized by the simultaneous presence of fatigue cracks in the same structural component, which is referred to as multiple site fatigue damage (MSD). The capability to accurately and efficiently predict the fatigue life of aircraft structural elements with MSD is therefore essential to perform a quantitative risk assessment (QRA) study. Compared to single crack growth analysis, MSD analysis is more complicated due to the coexistence of multiple cracks within the same structural element and their interaction on each other.

One of the key steps in QRA is to perform probabilistic fracture mechanics analyses by considering the variability of the initial flaw size, crack growth rate, fracture toughness, and maximum stress per flight. One of the popular methods for determining the probably of failure is to perform a Monte Carlo simulation, which involve performing multiple (e.g. 10⁶) deterministic fracture mechanics analyses with different initial parameters (initial flaw sizes, material properties, maximum stress, etc.). A simple calculation shows that performing 10⁶ simulations at 1 minute per simulation would require almost 2 years of computational time, which is not acceptable. Therefore, the deterministic fracture
mechanics model has to be sufficiently fast to keep the computational time to a manageable level. For this reason, numerical approaches involving direct computation using boundary and/or finite element methods were excluded in favour of closed-form and tabular solutions.

In this paper, a methodology is presented to perform fracture mechanics analyses of MSD. The developed methodology was integrated into a crack growth analysis (CGA) software, which is capable of calculating the $\beta$-solutions for stress intensity factors and the remaining life of MSD in built-up structures (aircraft wing panels). The results from the CGA software were compared with the $p$-version finite element analyses through a case study.

2. Methodology

The developed methodology aimed to address the MSD problems in panels with a large number of holes and cracks emanating from the holes, while providing fast and accurate $\beta$-solution results for every crack tips. This was achieved by using a combination of closed-form and table look-up $\beta$-factors.

A $\beta$-factor library was developed to calculate the $\beta$-solutions using the principle of superposition. A minimum set of 7 $\beta$-factors, illustrated in Figure 1, was found to be sufficient to cover all possible MSD cases where cracks were nucleated from the holes. Some $\beta$-factors illustrated in Figure 1, such as the surface crack [1], the collinear cracks [2], and the crack approaching a hole [3], were directly obtained from the literature. Other $\beta$-factors, were obtained by the principle of superposition using various published $\beta$-factors such as the edge crack, the unsymmetrical crack, the radial or diametrical cracks emanating from a hole with and without pin load, and others [4-10].

Table look-up method was used for processing some complex closed-form solutions such as the collinear cracks and the crack approaching a hole. The table look-up method uses the pre-computed $\beta$-factors stored in a $n$-dimensional table to calculate the $\beta$-factor by spline interpolation. This method ensured fast execution of the QRA study during the Monte Carlo simulation.

The $\beta$-factor compounding method requires proper identification of the crack information. An algorithm was developed to identify and update the crack information, which includes extracting the location and size of crack, determining if the crack is an edge or a centre crack, determining if the crack is a part-through or through crack, determining the type of interaction with adjacent structural elements (edge, hole, or other cracks), verifying if a crack link-up occurs, and merging the cracks if applicable.

The crack link-up was predicted using the “intuitive link-up criterion” proposed by Swift [11]. This link-up criterion stipulates that ligament failure would occur when the plastic zone of the lead crack touches the plastic zone of adjacent crack.
Other criteria, such as the critical crack tip opening angle (CTOA) [12] and the T-integral [13] have been proposed to predict the crack link-up but require advanced elasto-plastic finite element analyses.

![Figure 1. Schematic representation of the $\beta$-factors used to solve MSD problem by the principle of superposition.](image-url)
The $\beta$-factors compounding method flow chart is provided in Figure 2. The compounding method includes two main tasks: the calculation of the crack interaction effect (Figure 1f) and the superposition of other $\beta$-factors.

**Figure 2.** Generic $\beta$-solution compounding methodology for MSD problems.

**Calculation of the $\beta$-solutions**

Initialise $A_L^i$, $A_R^i$, $B_L^i$, $B_R^i$, $C_L^i$, $C_R^i$, $D_L^i$, $D_R^i$, $E_L^i$, $E_R^i$, $F_L^i$, and $F_R^i$, to 1.0 if the crack tip is active or to 0.0 if the tip is not active. Initialise $n$ to the total number of cracks (left and right crack tips).

**Crack interaction effect:** If the right tip of crack $i$ is growing towards a crack, calculate the interaction $\beta$-factor between crack $i$ and crack $i+1$ using $\beta$-factor solution f). Otherwise, use 1.0.

**Hole effect:** If the crack tip grows towards a hole, calculate the $\beta$-factor using solution g). Otherwise, use 1.0.

**Shape effect:** If part-through crack, calculate the $\beta$-factor for surface flaw using solution a). If through crack, use 1.0.

**Edge crack:** If edge crack, calculate the $\beta$-factor using solution d). Otherwise, use 1.0.

**Centre crack:** If centre crack, calculate the $\beta$-factor using:
- Solution b) if radial crack,
- Solution c) if diametrical cracks, or
- Solution e) if crack link-up occurred.
- Otherwise, use 1.0.

$\beta^i_L$-solution = $A_L^i \times B_L^i \times C_L^i \times D_L^i \times E_L^i$

$\beta^i_R$-solution = $A_R^i \times B_R^i \times C_R^i \times D_R^i \times E_R^i$
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The integration of the $\beta$-factors compounding method into the MSD crack growth analysis flow process is presented in Figure 3. This methodology was implemented into the CGA software developed by the NRC Canada.

**Figure 3. MSD crack growth analysis procedure.**
3. Example calculation

A MSD panel test case study was simulated to verify the developed MSD β-factor compounding methodology. The stress intensity factors (SIF) baseline results were calculated for every crack tip using StressCheck from ESRD. StressCheck uses the p-version finite method, which provides estimation of the error in energy norm as a function of the polynomial degree of the element (p-level), ranging from p=1 to p=8. StressCheck computes the SIF using the contour integral method. To efficiently process the data, a Visual Basic Application (VBA) interface was developed to output the SIF at every crack tip as a function of the p-level. The SIF error estimated by StressCheck is less than 0.6% for the data presented in this paper.

A panel with MSD is presented in Figure 4. Diametrical cracks with initial sizes of 1 mm (0.039") were assumed for the 4 holes located on the left, while no crack was assumed for the fifth hole. A pin load was applied on the first hole from the left with a bearing / bypass stress ratio (BBR) of 2.0.

The β-solutions for all crack tips were calculated from StressCheck SIF results using the following equation:

\[ \beta = \frac{K}{\sigma_{by} \sqrt{a_0}} \]

where \( K \) is the stress intensity factor, \( \sigma_{by} \) is the bypass gross stress, and \( a_0 \) is half the crack length for centre cracks and full length for edge cracks.

The case study was first analysed using the NRC’s CGA software and 16 sets of crack sizes (\( a_{11}, a_{12}, a_{21}, \) etc.) were extracted and used to generate 16 StressCheck finite element models (FEM). For the purpose of this study, through-the-thickness cracks were assumed.
The $\beta$-solutions computed from NRC’s CGA software and StressCheck are compared in Figure 5 for the lead crack ($a_{11}/a_{12}$) and in Figure 6 for the second crack from the left ($a_{21}/a_{22}$) as identified in Figure 4. The StressCheck results were obtained with the parametric FEMs shown in Figure 7.

Overall, good agreement was obtained between the $\beta$-solution results of the lead crack ($a_{11}/a_{12}$) and the second crack ($a_{21}/a_{22}$) for a small crack size. Some discrepancies were observed for the second crack as the crack size increased. However, this difference is expected to have negligible effect on the predicted life. One possible reason for the discrepancies is the load redistribution that occurs in the presence of large cracks. Before merging the lead crack with the second crack, the lead crack was 70 mm (23% of the panel net section) compared to 20 mm for the second crack. It is likely that the second crack will be affected by a significant reduction of the net section due to the presence of the lead crack. Some of this effect might be included by the use of the crack interaction solution (Figure 1f), but the effect of the load redistribution is not included as this solution was developed for an infinite plate. An additional $\beta$-factor is currently under investigation to include the effect of net section loss.

Three sources of discrepancies related to the finite element analyses were identified:

- The applied bearing load distribution method differed between StressCheck (sinusoidal load distribution) and the CGA software [10]. This affected only the small crack results, which is shown in Figure 5 for crack lengths smaller than 8 mm.
- The FEMs were automatically generated using StressCheck parametric functionality. The parametric mesh does not fully control the mesh density and aspect ratio when approaching features such as an adjacent hole, an edge, or crack tips. This issue is clearly illustrated in Figure 7d when the crack tip $a_{12}$ approaches crack tip $a_{21}$. The correctness of the results might be affected by the distorted mesh even if a good accuracy was achieved at a certain convergence level (p-level versus SIF).
- The calculated SIF was slightly dependent on the radius of the integration path (contour integral method). A sensitivity study carried-out on the calculated SIF at $a_{11}$ showed that the selection of the radius influenced the calculated SIF by approximately 5% when varying the radius between $0.15 \times a_{11}$ and $0.75 \times a_{11}$. 

Figure 5. Comparison between the lead crack \((a_{11} / a_{12})\) \(\beta\)-solutions obtained using NRC’s CGA software and StressCheck finite element analyses.

Figure 6. Comparison between the second crack \((a_{21} / a_{22})\) \(\beta\)-solutions obtained using NRC’s CGA software and StressCheck finite element analyses.
4. **Concluding remarks**

It was demonstrated through the case study that NRC’s $\beta$-solution compounding methodology provides results which are in good agreement with results obtained using finite element analyses (StressCheck). Also, the computational speed and accuracy currently achieved by NRC’s CGA software allow performing QRA in a reasonable time.

Some sources of discrepancy were identified for the $\beta$-solution compounding methodology and the finite element modelling. Based on the comparison, an additional correction factor needs to be developed to consider the net section loss in the presence of large cracks in a panel.

The finite element results were used as a comparative baseline to investigate the correctness of the $\beta$-solution compounding methodology, although some issues were encountered such as the mesh quality when approaching other features (hole, edge, or adjacent crack tips) and the SIF sensitivity to the radius of the integration path.
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